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MALTRECHO.  
m, victim of mistreatment || injured person || adj, injured, hurt, damaged.
MALTUSIANISMO.  
m, Malthusianism.
MALUM IN SE.  
malum in se.
MALUM PROHIBITUM.  
malum prohibitum.
MALVADAMENTE.  
adv, maliciously || unjustly.
MALVADO.  
m, evil person || adj, of bad intent || perverse.
MALVAR.  
v, to corrupt || to prostitute oneself.
MALVENDER.  
v, to sell at a loss.
MALVERSIÓN.  
f, misappropriation or embezzlement.
MALVERSIÓN DE CAUDALES PÚBLICOS.  
embezzlement of public monies. Usually a crime.
MALVERSADOR.  
m, embezzler (of public monies).
MALVERSAR.  
v, to embezzle, misappropriate (public monies).
MALVIVIR.  
v, to live badly (economically, socially and personally).
MAMA.  
f, mama, mother, mom, mum.
MAMANDURRIA.  
f, sinecure, salary given for little effort.
MAMAR.  
v, to get something without due effort || to fall into a trap || to suckle.
MAMPORRO.  
m, light blow, cuff, tap.
MANANTIAL.  
m, spring (of a river) || source, origin.
MANAR.  
v, to spring forth (water or some other liquid) || to abound.
MANCAMIENTO.  
m, injury to one or both hands || lack, privation.
MANCAR.  
v, to injure or completely remove a hand.
MANCEBA.  
f, concubine, mistress.
MANCEBÍA.  
f, house of prostitution, whorehouse, brothel || licentious life || cohabitation with a mistress || pimping.
MANCEO.  
m, youth || single man || employee || pharmacist’s assistant || shop assistant or clerk.
MANCELLAR.  
See MANCELLAR.
MANCELLOSO.  
adj, malicious, malignant || dishonorable.
MANCER.  
See HUO MANCER.
MANCEDADO.  
adj, dishonored.
MANCEDO.  
m, sexual dishonesty or humiliation || falling into a licentious lifestyle or vice.
MANCEDO.  
v, to dishonor, deprive of honor || to cause emotional damage.
MANCIPACIÓN.  
f, transfer of goods or rights || also see COPRIVENTA.
MANCIPAR.  
v, to enslave || to become slave.
MANCO.  
m, person who lacks one or both hands or arms || adj, handless, armless, defective.
MANCOMUNADAMENTE.  
adv, jointly.
MANCOMUNADO.  
m, object of joint liability || adj, joint.
MANCOMUNADA Y SOLIDARIAMENTE.  
joint and severally.
MANCOMUNAR.  
v, to unite, bring persons together for a certain purpose || to unite forces, join efforts || to join resources (for a business) || to obligate two or more people jointly to carry out a transaction, pay a debt, do or abstain from doing something.
MANCOMUNARSE.  
v, to unite, associate oneself with others || to oblige oneself jointly.
MANCOMUNIDAD.  
f, joint liability, quality of a joint obligation || contract between two or more debtors and one or more creditors. May be SIMPLE OR A PRORRATA (each debtor is liable for a pro rata portion of the obligation) or SOLIDARIA OR